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Design of a Multimodal Climbing and Gliding
Robotic Platform

James D. Dickson and Jonathan E. Clark

Abstract—Animals often exhibit the ability to operate in and
transition between multiple modes of locomotion efficiently and
elegantly. On the other hand, bioinspired robotic platforms
have typically focused on emulating animal-like behavior in a
single mode of locomotion. This paper presents the conceptual
development, design, and verification of a robotic platform capable
of locomotion in scansorial and aerial regimes. The resulting
ICAROS platform demonstrates climbing prepared vertical
surfaces and transitioning to a glide path with performance
characteristics comparable to its biological counterparts.

Index Terms—Aerial locomotion, bioinspired, climbing, multi-
modal, scansorial.

I. INTRODUCTION

UNMANNED aerial vehicles (UAVs) have transformed
modern reconnaissance and search and rescue by enabling

prolonged and inexpensive air surveillance. These UAVs are typ-
ically limited in their operational abilities to open, uncluttered
environments and have limited operating times due to limited
fuel supply. In response to these deficiencies, a new class of
robots are beginning to be developed that are small, agile, and
capable of multimodal operation to increase adaptability. This
paper presents a preliminary work in the development of adap-
tive robotic multimodal systems (ARM 2S) capable of rapid
adaptation and of operation in urban, or natural cluttered envi-
ronments. While this paper presents a multimodal platform ca-
pable of climbing vertical surfaces and transitioning to gliding,
future instantiations will provide superior search and monitoring
capabilities by exploiting multiple modes of locomotion (such
as active flying in confined spaces, running over rough terrain,
and climbing vertical surfaces) as shown in Fig. 1 as well as
increased sensing capabilities.
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Fig. 1. Expected operation of a fully developed ARM 2 S in the field. The
platform will be air deployable and capable of autonomous flight, running, and
climbing in cluttered, unstructured environments such as disaster areas or war
zones.

Across the animal kingdom, there are examples of animals
capable of impressive feats of multimodal locomotion including
climbing and flying that are fast, agile, and efficient. A theory on
the evolution of flight proposes a “top-down” approach (animals
jumping from height) with an intermediary gliding phase for ar-
boreal climbing animals [1]. We present a similar strategy for
the development of a multimodal climbing platform capable of
launching from a vertical surface and gliding to the ground (or
another perch). Heretofore, a platform capable of fast vertical
climbing and gliding has yet to be developed due to the dif-
ficulty in achieving high-speed vertical climbing, overcoming
scaling and mass constraints when integrating the two forms of
locomotion, and the difficulties in transitioning between modes
of operation. This paper presents the design, characterization,
and the operation of a small platform that overcomes these
difficulties.

While climbing and gliding is not necessarily more efficient
than simply running [2], it is often much faster and allows for
overcoming obstacles, escaping predators, and avoiding rough,
complicated terrain. Previous robotic climbing platforms have
typically utilized multiple degrees of freedom limbs for slow,
quasi-static vertical climbing. In order to maintain the rapid mo-
bility conferred by climbing and gliding, a high-speed bipedal
climbing design was adopted as the basis for the development of
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Fig. 2. Proposed operation of the integrated platform. (a) Dynamic climbing
on a vertical surface for launch positioning. (b) Detach claws from climbing
surface using tail actuation. (c) Ballistically dive to gain sufficient forward
velocity for transition to gentle glide slope. (d) Initiate pitch up maneuver
through actuation of the tail elevator. (e) Return tail elevator to optimal position
for the maximum gliding distance.

the climbing platform. The bipedal climbing design utilized pre-
sented the opportunity for significant scale reduction and mech-
anism simplification to develop the smallest dynamic climbing
platform to date. We also show that this platform proves
amenable to integration with flight components.

The proposed operation of our platform, ICAROS, is outlined
in Fig. 2. On the vertical climbing substrate the robot will move
upward quickly to position itself for launching from the surface
(a). Once it has reached a sufficient height for launching from the
surface, a detachment mechanism will remove the claws from
the surface (b) to allow it to dive vertically (c). Next, when the
platform has reached sufficient forward velocity as determined
from flight characterization experiments, it will initiate a pitch
up maneuver (d) to enter a horizontal glide trajectory (e).

In this paper, the simulation, design, and verification of
the robot are discussed. Biological analogs are compared in
Section II to create a baseline for evaluating the performance of
the system. Section III discusses the mechanical and electrical
design of ICAROS. The robot’s control architecture is discussed
in Section IV, as well as the characterization of the individual
modes of locomotion and the results of the multimodal opera-
tion. Finally, Section V concludes and gives some of the areas
for future work that this platform enables.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Climbing Robots

Scansorial robots have employed a number of locomotive
strategies including wheels, treads, and legs. Of these loco-
motive strategies, a diverse number of attachment mechanisms
have been utilized ranging from sticky treads [3] to grasping
discrete footholds [4], as well as electromagnets [5] and suc-
tion [6]. Legged climbing platforms hold great potential for the
development of agile, multimodal robots. Legs are capable of
both terrestrial and scansorial locomotion with minimal phys-

TABLE I
CLIMBING VELOCITIES OF ROBOTIC AND BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS WHEN

SCALED TO MASS OF 200 g BASED ON DYNAMIC SIMILARITY SCALING

DISCUSSED IN SECTION III-A

ical adjustment and can easily be retracted for flight. A large
portion of previous legged climbing platforms have focused
primarily on quasi-static climbing, ignoring the momentum of
the system leading to slow vertical climbing to allow for focus
on attachment. Platforms such as the RiSE robots have shown
the ability to climb on a diverse number of surfaces [7]. While
these robots can successfully climb surfaces such as brick walls
and trees, their vertical speeds pale in comparison to their bi-
ological counterparts. For example, RiSE 2 (3.8 kg), climbs at
0.895 cm·s −1 [7] while animals such as the gecko Hemidacty-
lus garnoti (1.9 ± 0.7 g) has shown vertical running at speeds
up to 77 cm·s−1 [8].

Dynamic climbing robots, platforms capable of actively man-
aging the total system energy while running on vertical sub-
strates, have the potential to approach the climbing speeds exhib-
ited in nature. Using dynamic scaling relationships, discussed
in Section III-A, the climbing velocities of a number of scan-
sorial robotic platforms and biological analogs are compared in
Table I. While this method of comparison places platforms not
specifically designed for climbing speed at a distinct disadvan-
tage, in the absence of an accepted scale-independent metric,
this provides a quantitative comparison of the relative climbing
velocities of the individual platforms. As this table shows, most
scansorial platforms are significantly slower than animals when
scaled to the same mass. Bioinspired bipedal dynamic climbing
as demonstrated the robot Dynoclimber presents an opportunity
to significantly reduce this disparity.

Dynoclimber was inspired by similarities in the dynamics
of climbing between the cockroach Blaberus discoidalis and
the gecko Hemidactylus garnoti which led to the development
of a simplified model or template [15] of scansorial locomo-
tion. This Full-Goldman (FG) template uses two virtual legs
to approximate the rapid vertical climbing behavior seen in
cockroaches and geckos [14]. Using a simulation environment,
WorkingModel2D, it was found that this pendulous, two-
legged model closely approximated the center of mass veloc-
ities and ground reaction forces of the quadrapedal gecko and
hexapedal cockroach [14]. This reduced-order model led di-
rectly to the design of the climbing strategy utilized in our
multimodal climber, ICAROS.

B. Biological Gliding

The Draco genus of lizards has developed the ability to glide
to such an extent that they have been referred to as “flying
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TABLE II
GLIDE PERFORMANCE OF A NUMBER OF GLIDING ANIMALS BASED ON BIOLOGICAL STUDIES

dragons.” There are more than 40 species in the Draco genus,
with body sizes ranging in mass between 3 and 20 g [16], [17].
Draco lizards use a patagium, or gliding membrane, when flying,
which is unique in the animal kingdom due to their ability to
actively control the membrane’s aerodynamic properties using
elongated thoracic ribs and specialized musculature [16], [18].
Draco lizards have also shown other physical adaptations along
their necks, legs, and edges of their hind quarters that are used
for maximizing the aerodynamic surface [16].

Reptiles with radically different morphologies are also capa-
ble of gliding. Snakes in the genus Chrysopelea have shown
the ability to glide using behavioral and physical adaptations
to create an airfoil shaped body to substantially decrease their
descent accelerations. There are five species of “flying snakes”
that flatten their bodies, increasing the surface area, and form-
ing a concave bottom surface creating an effective whole-body
wing [22]. The Chrysopelea paradisi, or the paradise tree snake,
has even been shown to temporarily achieve a positive (upward)
acceleration during flight [22].

Mammals have also shown similar adaptations for gliding
flight as reptiles. Flying squirrels have shown physical adapta-
tions evidenced by the stretched patagial skin between their fore
and aft limbs used for controlled gliding [23]. They have been
observed to have glide ratios of up to approximately 3; e.g.,
a 30-m glide over a 10-m drop. Some species of flying squir-
rel have shown the ability to modify the shape of their glid-
ing membranes in flight using the abductor of the thumb. Due
to this adaptation, small flying squirrels, in particular Glau-
comys volan, are extremely agile and maneuverable [24]. These
animals have been reported to have glide durations of up to
15 s [25], [26].

These diverse animals have all developed the ability to climb
and glide in varying ways, vastly increasing their locomotive ca-
pabilities. While the animals’ bodies are not necessarily optimal
for either the scansorial or aerial domain, an examination of their
relative performance gives an estimate of expected performance
tradeoffs inherent in combining these. The glide characteristics
(i.e., glide ratios and flight velocities) of these animals, summa-
rized in Table II, provides a baseline for which to compare the
empirical results of the ICAROS platform. Based on biological
precedent, we can expect glide ratios of 1–3 and a glide velocity
between 6 and 8 m·s−1 regardless of scale. A comparative study
of Draco lizards showed similar patagial dimensions and glide
velocities regardless of scale between the species. This study
suggests that while the glide velocity is independent of scale,
the glide ratio decreases with size [27].

Based on these examples, our platform was designed to be
capable of a glide ratio of about 2 and a glide velocity of about

7 m·s−1 . Although we refer to biology to estimate realistic per-
formance objectives, we, at least initially, restrict ourselves to
a more traditional aviation morphology. In future iterations, we
are interested in utilizing more biologically similar wings, such
as the patagium utilized by Draco lizards and flying squirrels.

C. Multimodal Robots

While there are few examples of robotic platforms capable of
multimodal locomotion, there are fewer examples of platforms
that integrate flying onto a platform with leg like structures.
Examples of platforms that have integrated flight with vary-
ing types of legs include the Morphing micro air-land vehicle
(MMALV) and the Perching Project. The MMALV integrates
Mini-Whegs and a flexible wing micro air vehicle into a plat-
form capable of moving on flat terrain and flying [28]. Mini-
Whegs are trispoked wheels that approximate the ability of legs
to move over uneven, rough terrain. The platform transitioned
from walking to flying by diving from a sufficient height to gen-
erate enough lift to fly. To transition to walking, the platform
performed a crash landing maneuver on flat ground, though the
platform could not take off from the ground.

Specialized, compliant feet originally developed on the
Spinybot platform [9] and later integrated into the RiSE project
[7] were adapted for use on an autonomous fixed-wing vehicle
as part of the Stanford Perching Project. The project created a
platform capable of transitioning between active flight and sta-
tionary attachment to a vertical surface [29], [30]. While this
and similar platforms [31], [32] have shown the ability to tran-
sition between flying and vertical perching, they are not capable
of legged locomotion.

III. PLATFORM DESIGN

Two parallel subsystems were initially developed to provide
insight into a number of challenges faced in the development
of the integrated platform. First, dynamic scaling properties
were applied to the FG template to develop the correct physical
parameters for the platform. Second, a lightweight, simple dy-
namic climbing platform was designed to investigate dynamic
climbing at a 200-g scale. Third, a fixed-wing glider capable of
carrying the mass of the climbing platform was developed. Fi-
nally, the two platforms were integrated and altered to streamline
their design once both met the individual design criteria outlined
in Section II.

A. Dynamic Scaling

The desire for operability in cluttered environments motivated
making the platform as small as possible. For climbing, a smaller
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TABLE III
DYNAMIC SIMILARITY SCALING FACTORS AND TEMPLATE AND SCALED

QUANTITIES BASED ON TEMPLATE PRESENTED IN [14]

scale is advantageous as it reduces power density concerns [33]
and aids in attachment to the substrate [9]. The lower bound
for scale was constrained by the manufacturing methods chosen
and the availability of off-the-shelf electronic and transmission
components. Consideration of these constraints led to a target
mass of 200 g. Dynamic scaling laws were utilized to ensure
preservation of dynamic stability properties while scaling the
platform from the original 2-g FG template originally presented
in [14].

In dynamic scaling, all geometric properties are changed by
the same scaling factor αL ; however, the stiffness, mass, damp-
ing, and frequencies must be scaled by alternate ratios. A more
detailed discussion of dynamic similarity and a derivation of the
associated scaling laws adapted here is given by Clark et al. [33]
and Alexander [34]. The resulting scaling relations and results
from scaling the FG template are summarized in Table III.

B. Development of Climber

The design of the dynamic climbing platform was derived
from the FG template and borrowed design considerations from
the first robot based on the template, Dynoclimber. The previous
robotic platform utilized two dc motors and dual crank-slider
mechanisms for actuation. A complex control system offset the
position of each crank, to ensure out of phase synchronization
when climbing at different speeds [13].

To reduce the mass of the platform, shown in Fig. 3, a single dc
motor provides actuation for both arms. The arms are physically
locked 180◦ out of phase for a 50% duty cycle. The dc motor is
mounted orthogonal to the ABS plastic body. Based on torque
requirements determined through simulation, a 6-V-Faulhaber
dc Motor (1331 006 SR) with a Faulhaber Series 15/3 6.3:1 ratio
spur gear head was chosen to drive the climber.

The arms are driven by 5-cm gears on both sides of the motor
that provide an additional 3.75:1 gearing to the drive system.
For the linear motion of the system, a miniature linear guide
rail and bearing block provide minimal friction at a set sprawl
angle of 10◦ from the sagittal plane. Preliminary results utilizing
this platform have shown a 10◦ sprawl angle provides maximal
vertical velocity during climbing [36]. A 10◦ sprawl angle is
also thought to provide maximal stability during steady-state
climbing, though a more intensive investigation is necessary

Fig. 3. Independent dynamic climbing platform developed based on the tem-
plate presented by Goldman et al. [14] and the robotic platform developed by
Clark et al. [35]. The climber utilizes a single actuator and four-bar mechanism
with linear guide rails for a linear arm motion during dynamic climbing.

[35]. A single claw is bolted to the end of each linear guide rail
for attachment to the climbing surface.

While this attachment scheme results in a platform capable
of locomotion on a limited number of surfaces, it decouples at-
tachment from the demonstration of the operational capabilities
of the platform. Future iterations of the platform are intended to
incorporate hierarchical feet, similar to those developed at Stan-
ford for the RiSE Project [9], to increase the adaptability and
operational capability of the platform. Early experiments with
our platform demonstrated that attachment success was related
to the pitch of the body from the wall, requiring an offset at the
rear of the climber for an improved attachment. A body angle
of 15◦ from the climbing surface was empirically determined to
provide optimal results.

C. Development of Fixed-Wing Glider

Early instantiations of the platform focused on incorporating
an airfoil on a dynamic climbing platform following a minimal-
ist design approach. These versions of the ICAROS platform
attempted to utilize existing, commercially available wings for
integration with the climbing platform, as discussed in [37] and
shown in Fig. 4(a). The styrofoam remote control (RC) airplane
wings utilized weighed 50.6 g with a wing span of 80 cm and
a chord length of 12 cm but did not generate sufficient lift for
the integrated platform. Shown in Fig. 4(b), a skeletal wing de-
sign of the same size utilizing a Clark Y airfoil was developed
which reduced weight. These early versions of the platform did
not generate sufficient lift to reach glide ratios greater than 1;
thus, a different design strategy was adopted for the design and
integration of the components of the multimodal platform.

The current platform was designed utilizing a strategy of in-
corporating a dynamic climbing platform within a manufactured
rigid airfoil, rather than the initial design approach of adding an
existing airfoil to a dynamic climbing platform utilized in [37].
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Fig. 4. (a) Version 1 of the ICAROS platform that utilized a rapid prototype
ABS plastic body and rigid attachment points for an underbody styrofoam RC
airplane airfoil as well as an actuated tail stabilizer. (b) Version 2 of the ICAROS
platform with rigid attachment point for Clark Y airfoil skeletal wing and an
actuated tail servo.

This approach reduced drag and maximized lift while minimiz-
ing the addition of mass as much as possible. To improve lift
at low speed, airfoils designed for high-lift applications were
manufactured. A skeletal rib design utilizing planar Eppler 422
airfoils was integrated onto a primary wingspan spar of carbon
fiber and dense foam. A stabilizing spar consisting of a 1.6-mm
carbon fiber rod was placed at the rear of the airfoil while 0.8-
mm balsa wood provided stability and a rigid leading edge on
the front of the airfoil. The skeletal wings were skinned using
a lightweight shrink wrap covering, Coverite Microlite, with a
density of only 22 g·m−2 . Based on the mass of the platform, a
wing area of 0.25 m2 was selected, with a wing span of 0.72 m
and the chord length of 0.18 m. While the manufactured wings
are larger than the commercially available wings originally used
for integration, their mass was only 49.2 g compared to 50.6 g
and they provide a higher lift to mass ratio.

To reduce the overall drag on the glider, the fuselage was
designed similar to an airfoil shape for streamlining, though
the size of the climber platform constrained its dimensions.
The fuselage was required to be a minimum of 0.14 m wide to
encapsulate the drive gears for climbing as well as a minimum
of 0.04 m tall to allow for the proper body offset from the wall
for climbing. The overall length of the fuselage was based on
the position of the center of mass of the integrated platform with
relation to the airfoil. The center of mass was located 1/3 of the
chord length from the front of the leading edge of the wing.

D. Integration of Platform Components

The efficient use of mass was the primary focus of integration
of the two forms of locomotion utilized in this platform. The first
consideration employed for mass mitigation was in the design
of the fixed-wing glider assembly, discussed in Section III-C.
Lightweight materials including balsa and bass wood, carbon-
fiber reinforced foam, and lightweight plastic wrap were utilized
to minimize mass while maintaining structural integrity. The de-
sign of the dynamic climber portion of the platform also reduced
structural components to minimum geometries and stiffnesses
necessary for stable dynamic climbing.

The second consideration for mass mitigation was the intel-
ligent combination of structures for both forms of locomotion.
These structures were designed to serve multiple functions, not
only for both modes of locomotion, but also for transitioning

Fig. 5. (a) Detachment mechanism for platform that utilizes the actuation
method for the rear tail elevator. (b) Wing pontoon designed to replace roll
stabilization bar initially utilized in independent climber design. (c) Glider
body replaced the body offset utilized in the independent climber to provide the
proper body orientation for dynamic climbing.

Fig. 6. Integrated ICAROS platform perched on vertical climbing wall. Pon-
toons extending from the leading edge of the wings provide roll stability during
dynamic climbing.

between the two. The fixed-wing glider was designed to provide
the required offset from the wall for the climbing platform as
well as covering the components of the climber in a stream-
lined body to improve lift and decrease drag. The stand-alone
dynamic climber required a 60-cm roll stabilization bar at the
posterior of the platform. To replace this bar, a pontoon design
extending from the leading edge of the wings provided the nec-
essary offset and distance for roll stabilization, eliminating a
stand-alone horizontal bar. The transition mechanism employed
on the platform utilized the actuation method for the rear tail el-
evator and an extension bar, shown in Fig. 5(a). Actuation of the
bar toward the wall pushes the platform’s feet off of the climbing
surface and initiates a ballistic dive. Fig. 6 shows the integrated
platform perched on a vertical climbing surface. The physical
parameters of the ICAROS platform are given in Table IV.
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TABLE IV
PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF ICAROS PLATFORM

Fig. 7. Effect of increasing mass on the vertical climbing velocity for the
ICAROS platform utilizing a Faulhaber 6.3:1 spur gear head (solid line) and a
Faulhaber 14:1 planetary gear head (dotted line) on a 6-V Faulhaber dc Motor
(# 1331 006 SR) as predicted utilizing a simulation based on the model presented
by Clark et al. [35].

E. Mass Constraints

Initial designs of the integrated platform specified a total mass
of 200 g. This target was unable to be met due to manufacturing
constraints on the development of the fixed-wing airfoil design
for gliding as well as the actuation constraints of the climber.
The climbing platform developed for the system independently
weighs 185 g. The utilization of a traditional, fixed-wing air-
foil and streamlined fuselage led to an independent glider mass
of 190 g. The combination of the two subsystems allowed for
a reduction in an overall mass of 25 g due to utilization of
structures for multiple functions. The final platform mass of
350 g reflects the tradeoff for the multimodal operation but neg-
atively impacts the expected behavior of the system. The effect
of increased mass on expected vertical stability and velocity
was analyzed utilizing an existing dynamic climbing simulation
presented in [35]. Based on the simulation, it was found that in-
creasing mass will decrease vertical velocity to 0.10 m·s−1 , but
the platform will still maintain stability and expected climbing
behavior.

Due to the increased mass, it was desirable to utilize a
larger gear reduction for the motor selected to increase avail-
able torque. The relationship between vertical climbing velocity
and mass is shown in Fig. 7 for both the platform utilizing the
original Faulhaber Series 15/3 6.3:1 ratio spur gear head and
the replacement Faulhaber Series 14/1 14:1 ratio planetary gear
head. Utilizing the 14:1 gear reduction, the simulation predicts

an improved vertical velocity of 0.17 m·s−1 at a platform mass
of 350 g.

F. Electronics

The ICAROS platform was designed to initially use minimal
control and sensing to reduce the mass of the overall system and
simplify the electronics configuration. The requirements of the
system called for a programmable controller capable of driv-
ing one brushed dc motor, and a servo, as well as a number
of ports for sensing. The controller integrated into the plat-
form is the Pololu Baby Orangutan B-328 Robot controller. The
Baby Orangutan includes a 20-MHz ATmega328p AVR micro-
controller, a dual H-bridge for control of two dc motors, 18 I/O
lines, and an extensive library including the ability to drive servo
motors. This microcontroller incorporates all of these specifica-
tions into a board that is 30 mm × 18 mm and weighs 3.5 g.

The dc climbing motor is run directly from the on-board mo-
tor driver of the Baby Orangutan. The battery provides power for
the two Super Bright LEDs used for motion tracking. The servo
used for control of the tail elevators draws power directly from
the on-board battery while receiving position commands from
one of the output ports of the microcontroller. A 2-Cell, 7.4-V
180-mAh Lithium Polymer battery weighing 12 g provides
power. A representation of the on-board electronics is shown
in Fig. 9.

IV. SYSTEM CHARACTERIZATION

The climbing, transition, and flying performance of the com-
bined system were characterized independently in order to deter-
mine the performance with added mass and prior to developing
a control architecture for the system. To accomplish this, the
final, integrated platform was run scansorially on a prepared
climbing surface, dropped from a fixed height, and flown using
a launcher in a horizontal orientation. A motion capture system
was implemented for tracking location and orientation informa-
tion of the platform using two LEDs and a Casio Exilim Pro
EX-F1 high-speed camera at 300 frames/s. These independent
sets of system data allowed for development of control policies
for combined operation.

A. Climbing Characterization

Climbing characterization tests were performed on a vertical
climbing surface with the final integrated platform. To eval-
uate the performance of the platform’s scansorial motion, a
1.22 m × 2.5 m carpet wall was built and oriented vertically. To
track the position and orientation of the platform, LEDs were lo-
cated 25 mm above and below the center of mass of the platform
along its spine. The high-speed camera was set 2 m from the
climbing wall and aligned with the climbing surface to capture
high-speed video of each run.

The dynamic climbing platform was run independently of the
fixed-wing glider to characterize its nominal operation (200 g).
The platform was analyzed climbing on a 90◦ (vertical) wall
inclination utilizing a 10◦ sprawl angle and the 6.0 V Faulhaber
dc motor with Series 15/3 6.3:1 ratio spur gear head operating
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Fig. 8. Comparison of steady-state climbing of a modified model based on [35] and the robotic platform over 1 s or two strides. The solid line represents
the experimental results of the platform while the dotted line represents the simulation using the same physical parameters as the final platform, e.g., mass and
motor constraints. (a) The center of mass trajectory over the 1-s climbing interval shows the experimental results closely follow the predicted behavior from
the numerical simulation. (b) The vertical velocity and (c) horizontal velocity of the integrated platform shows a similar speed and frequency to the numerical
simulation.

Fig. 9. Representation of the electronics control hierarchy for the integrated
platform. The on-board Lithium Polymer battery provides direct power for the
Baby Orangutan, two LEDs, and Futaba Micro Servo. The microcontroller
provides power and control for the brushed dc motor and a position for the
Futaba Micro Servo.

at 10.1 V. The platform was found to climb vertically at 0.37 ±
0.034 m·s−1 independent of the integrated platform [36].

The climbing platform was run 20 times on the climbing
surface and each run was analyzed over a 1-s interval, approx-
imately two strides, at the same position in the steady-state run
of the platform. The empirical results were compared to the dy-
namical simulation presented by Clark et al. [35] for verification.
Fig. 8(a) shows the comparison of the center of mass trajectory
for steady-state climbing of the platform and the simulation. At
350 g, we expected 0.17 m·s−1 but the average vertical veloc-
ity of the platform attained was 0.135 ± 0.01 m·s−1 . Fig. 8(b)
shows the discrepancy between the vertical velocities of the
simulation and experimental results. This discrepancy is most
likely attributed to lost vertical displacement due to the com-
pliance of the foot connection on the climbing wall. Fig. 8(c)

shows the horizontal velocity of the simulation closely predicts
the behavior of the system.

B. Flight Characterization

In order to determine the glide velocity and glide ratio as
well as to develop a control system capable of maximizing glide
properties, the integrated platform was characterized in hori-
zontal glide experiments. The horizontal gliding ability of the
fixed-wing glider was evaluated using the same motion capture
system used for climbing as well as a custom built launching
system. An elastic driven carriage launched the platform hor-
izontally at a controlled orientation and velocity with similar
kinetic energy expected following the ballistic drop. Two LEDs
mounted on the outer edge of the wing airfoil provide informa-
tion on position and orientation of the glider. The two LEDs
were located on the airfoil to place the center of mass halfway
between them to simplify calculations. The position, orienta-
tion, velocity, and acceleration were calculated from the motion
capture data and analyzed using MATLAB. The angle of the tail
elevator was varied between 0◦ and 6◦ incrementing by 3◦ to
determine the maximum glide slope of the platform. Resolution
of the tail elevator was limited by the available servo control.

Fig. 10 shows a schematic depicting the relevant forces and
angles of the wing. The angle θ represents the angle the velocity
vector makes with the horizontal; the angle α represents the
angle of attack, or the angle of the airfoil with respect to the
velocity vector. Utilizing Newton’s second law, the equation
relating vertical forces

ΣFy = may = FLift cos(α) − FDrag sin(α) − mg (1)
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Fig. 10. Free body diagram of aerodynamic forces on wing. θ represents the
angle of velocity with respect to the horizontal; α represents the angle of attack
from the velocity vector. The airfoil is set in a global coordinate frame, Xg and
Yg .

was developed. Rearranging the equation to solve for the force
of drag as a function of the lift force gave

FDrag =
−may + FLift cos(α) − mg

sin(α)
. (2)

Following the same procedure relating horizontal forces

ΣFx = max = −FLift sin(α) − FDrag cos(α) (3)

and rearranging the equation to solve for the force of lift gave

FLift =
−max − FDrag cos(α)

sin(α)
. (4)

Substituting the derived value for the force of drag resulted
in

FLift=

⎛
⎝ 1

1 + cos(α)2

sin(α)2

⎞
⎠

(
−max

sin(α)
+

may cos(α)
sin(α)2 − mg cos(α)

sin(α)2

)
.

(5)
Utilizing the calculated forces from the motion captured data,

the coefficient of lift

CL =
FLift

1
2
ρV 2A

(6)

was able to be calculated for the three tail elevator cases, where
ρ is air density, V is the air stream velocity over the wing, and
A is the plan area of the wings [38].

Since the aerodynamic properties of the platform were eval-
uated for a complete glider assembly, the results of the charac-
terization differ from typical aerodynamic properties of airfoils
examined in controlled wind tunnel tests. The calculated co-
efficient of lift, shown in Fig. 11 versus angle of attack, was
shown to have a maximum with a 3◦ tail elevator angle over a
range of angles of attack. The R2 values for the coefficient of
lift curve were 0.62 for 0◦, 0.75 for 3◦, and 0.56 for 6◦. While
the correlations are far from ideal in this analysis, only a relative
comparison between the tail angle aerodynamics was necessary
to determine a “best option” for operation.

The Eppler 422 airfoil is expected to produce maximum lift
at an angle of attack of approximately 15◦; a 0◦ tail elevator
angle maintained an angle of attack between approximately 5◦

and 12◦ while a 3◦ tail elevator angle maintained an angle of
attack closer to 15◦ for a longer portion of its flight. A 6◦ tail

Fig. 11. Angle of Attack versus Coefficient of Lift for three tail elevator angles
averaged over a number of runs. The R2 value is 0.62 for 0◦, 0.75 for 3◦, and
0.56 for 6◦.

Fig. 12. (a) Platform yaw orientation immediately preceding and following
the actuation of the detachment mechanism. (b) Platform lateral horizontal tra-
jectory immediately preceding and following the actuation of the detachment
mechanism. The steady-state climbing portion shows the same trajectory illus-
trated in Fig. 8. Once the platform initiates detachment from the surface, it falls
vertically, deviating only slightly to the right.

elevator angle provided a larger range of angles of attack during
the flight path, but entered stall on each run due to the severe
pitch of the airfoil. Based on this characterization of the glider
platform, a tail angle of approximately 3◦ was determined to
be optimal for maximum glide range after the platform had
transitioned into a horizontal glide path. The characterization of
the platform glide behavior also determined the glide velocity
to be 5.3 ± 0.23 m·s−1 .

C. Transitioning

Transitioning between forms of locomotion presents the
greatest challenge for multimodal platforms. The characteri-
zation of this platform’s transition encompasses two identified
stages: detachment from the climbing surface and diving. These
two stages were analyzed independently utilizing the motion
capture system previously described.

1) Detachment: The platform was run on a vertical climbing
surface. At the end of its climbing run, the platform actuated its
detachment mechanism to initiate the ballistic dive, as discussed
in Section IV-C2.
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Fig. 13. Results of transitioning from a dive to horizontal gliding. (a) Trajectory of platform during drop for tail elevator angles between 0◦ and 40◦. Initial
orientation for each drop is vertical (90◦). (b) Rate of orientation change over vertical drop distance for the four tail elevator cases. (c) Vertical acceleration profiles
for each tail elevator case plotted over the drop time.

The platform showed consistent detachment from the climb-
ing surface utilizing the actuated boom. Fig. 12(a) shows the
platform orientation and Fig. 12(b) trajectory immediately pre-
ceding and following actuation of the detachment mechanism.
The platform showed a slight yaw of approximately 10◦ fol-
lowing detachment. This yaw can most likely be attributed to
asymmetric foot detachment from the surface.

2) Ballistic Dive: The platform utilizes the simplest mech-
anism possible for transitioning to a horizontal glide slope: a
passive drop from the climbing surface before actuating the tail
elevator to initiate a pitch up. This behavior enables the platform
to demonstrate multimodal operation; however, in the future ac-
tive launching mechanisms will be explored to decrease the
launch height necessary.

The drop transition was characterized utilizing a 200-g glider
platform as well as the fully integrated platform. Each platform
was dropped from a height of 2.4 m with a fixed tail angle
between 0◦ and 40◦ incrementing each time by 20◦. This ex-
perimental setup differs from the intended operation, but due to
limitations in the experimental setup, experimental characteri-
zation for the intended operation was not feasible. While it is
expected that nonzero initial velocity will affect the quantitative
results of pitch up, this series of experiments present qualitative
results for the effect of tail angles on pitch up from a stationary
initial condition. The tail elevator angle of 40◦ represents the
maximum actuation possible utilizing the current design. Each
trial was dropped from rest.

The trajectory of the three tail elevator angles, shown in
Fig. 13(a), shows that increasing the tail angle decreases the
vertical height necessary to achieve the same platform orienta-
tion. The rate of change in orientation of the airfoil, shown in
Fig. 13(b), shows that the 40◦ tail angle case reaches a steady

state after 1.3 m as the rate of change begins to drop precip-
itously. The vertical acceleration of the platform is changed
significantly utilizing the maximum elevator angle, as shown in
Fig. 13(c).

The results of the fully integrated platform with a 40◦ tail
elevator angle drop tests show a similar trajectory and accel-
eration profile as a 0◦ tail elevator angle of the unintegrated
glider. The acceleration profile, following similar trends as the
unintegrated platform, can be expected to reach 0 m·s−2 vertical
acceleration within 1 s of initiating the pitch up maneuver, as ex-
trapolated from Fig. 13(c). Based on these results, the platform
is commanded to actuate the rear tail elevator angle to 40◦ for
1 s to achieve a 0 m·s−2 vertical acceleration to enter a stable,
horizontal glide path. As discussed in Section IV-D, a ballis-
tic motion model is applied to the platform to calculate drop
time necessary to reach optimal gliding velocity before pitching
up, leading to a vertical drop time of 1 s before initiating the
characterized pitch angle.

D. Multimodal Operation

The control system was developed to provide a stable and
fast climbing phase, a transition phase, and glide phase. Using
the results of the system characterization, a simple time-based
control system was implemented on the on-board micro con-
troller unit. The platform was desired to climb a distance of
approximately 2 m during operation. Using the characterized
climbing velocity of 0.135 m·s−1 , a time of approximately 15 s
is required. To aid in reduction in transient system responses,
a simple velocity ramp was incorporated into the initialization
of climbing. Thus after 20 s of climbing has elapsed, the plat-
form initiates the transition phase to detach from the climbing
surface.
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Fig. 14. Time lapse image of the multimodal operation of the ICAROS plat-
form. (a) Platform climbs vertically on a prepared climbing surface. (b) Detach-
ment mechanism is actuated to release claws from climbing surface and enter
ballistic dive. (c) Platform falls vertically for 1 s to gain forward velocity for
gliding. (d) Tail elevator is actuated to 40◦ to initiate a pitch up maneuver for
1 s. (e) Tail elevator set to 3◦ for an optimal horizontal gliding. (f) Platform
glides horizontally away.

To detach from the climbing surface, the platform actuates
the servo to its maximum extent toward the wall, pushing the
detachment boom into the surface and lifting the claws off the
wall. The platform enters a ballistic dive immediately following
detachment from the wall. Based on the glide characterization
presented in Section IV-B, the platform’s optimal glide velocity
was found to be 5.3 ± 0.23 m·s−1 . Utilizing a simple ballistic
motion model, it was determined that the platform should drop
for approximately 1 s to develop the desired velocity for optimal
gliding ability. The tail elevator is actuated to approximately 40◦

for 1 s to transition from a ballistic dive to a horizontal glide, as
determined in Section IV-C2. Based on the results of the flight
characterization, the tail elevator is returned to an angle of 3◦

for an optimal glide distance.
The integrated platform operation required a large space for

climbing and transitioning to gliding flight. Platform operation
was conducted within a large atrium of a three story building
to provide the necessary height for transitioning but remove
environmental factors such as wind. The length of the atrium
restricted the maximum glide ratio to 2. A 1.22 m× 2.5 m carpet
wall was mounted on the third floor to provide a climbing surface
for the platform to operate on.

A high-speed camera system was setup to capture the entire
sequence in one frame to demonstrate the abilities of the plat-
form. Fig. 14 shows a time lapse image of the single frame over
the course of a single run during the operation of the platform.
The platform was run in the defined operation for ten runs to
verify reliability. Over the course of these runs, the platform was
found to attain a glide ratio of approximately 2 as it reached the
maximum glide distance attainable within the test site 80% of
the time.

ICAROS has shown the ability to vertically climb prepared
surfaces at speeds of 13.5 ± 1.0 cm·s−1 , exceeding vertical
climbing speeds of most previous climbing platforms. The ini-
tial design criteria developed based on biological analogs for
the ICAROS platform suggested a glide ratio of 2.0 ± 0.3 and
a glide velocity of 7.1 ± 1.1 m·s−1 . The integrated platform’s
glide ratio was approximately 2 on par with expectations. The
glide velocity of the platform was 5.3 ± 0.23 m·s−1 . The glide
velocity was less than the targeted glide velocity based on
biological analogs. This reduction in velocity is most likely
attributable to excess drag on exposed climbing components.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

While animals have shown the ability to adapt between mul-
tiple forms of locomotion easily and efficiently, few robots have
been able to demonstrate similar flexibility. As with animals, the
design flexibility that enables multimodal operations comes at a
price, specifically weight and reduced performance of individ-
ual locomotion modalities. The ICAROS platform described in
this paper has demonstrated the ability to both climb and glide.
While other robotic platforms can climb faster or fly more ag-
ilely, none have yet combined these two forms of locomotion
into a single platform with performance similar to biological
counterparts.

This platform also represents the smallest dynamic climb-
ing platform built to date. As predicted through simulation, the
climbing velocity of the platform is severely reduced due to in-
creased mass. Even with an effective payload of 150 g, the final
experimental climbing velocity of 0.135 ± 0.01 m·s−1 exceeds
the vertical velocities of most scansorial platforms. In addition,
the ICAROS platform is capable of a glide ratio of approxi-
mately 2 and a glide velocity of approximately 5.3 m·s−1 on
par with climbing and gliding animals.

The developed multimodal platform has shown the ability to
operate in a similar manner to biological analogs using con-
ventional mechanisms and structures in engineering and limited
sensing and processing on board. The platform has set a mini-
mum benchmark for operational capabilities of future platforms.
Even utilizing the existing design, it is possible to add increased
processing and sensing capabilities, which will enable a closer
examination of transitioning conditions and mechanisms. The
information gained on passive and active transitioning mecha-
nisms integrated into this existing platform will make it possible
to reduce minimum drop height in future designs.

Future iterations of the platform will focus on a number
of changes for increasing the performance and robustness of
the platform. Improved attachment mechanisms will allow the
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Fig. 15. Conceptual design of the next generation of ARM2 S that utilizes a
bioinspired, flexible patagium for gliding flight similar to structures seen on
flying squirrels and flying dragons. The platform will incorporate specialized,
compliant feet for operation on numerous surfaces.

multimodal platform to climb on a diverse number of surfaces
and increase operational capability to exterior environments. In-
tegration of on-board sensing and feedback control will allow
for controlled flight and generation of autonomous behavior.
Additional limbs will remove the need for passive roll control
currently accomplished utilizing wing pontoons. The addition
of limbs to the platform will remove morphological similar-
ity [15], but still maintain dynamic similarity to the FG template
as demonstrated with the development of a quadrupedal climb-
ing platform [39]. Active launching mechanisms will replace
the ballistic dive transition currently utilized by the platform.
This will be combined with an analysis of the aerodynamics
affecting the platform during transition to reduce the operating
height currently necessary for initiating flight. While mass is
an important concern, these additions will increase the capabil-
ities of the platform while addressing increased mass through
intelligent design, multifunction structures, and the addition of
lightweight smart materials. A preliminary CAD model of the
proposed future platform utilizing these improvements is shown
in Fig. 15 with an integrated bioinspired, flexible patagium and
controllable, flexible tail.

In the future, integration of smart materials will allow future
iterations of the ICAROS platform to utilize actuators and struc-
tures for collapsible wings, patagiums, and active flight control.
This application of smart materials and adaptive morphology
will also reduce mass through more intelligent integration of
individual modes of locomotion and is expected to increase the
performance, robustness, and versatility of the platform.
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